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US Interior report predicted
the Mt. St. Helens eruption
BY CHERYLE JOHNSON
Dally Staff Writer

Chipping, a Cal Poly geology professor,
�rows such as those at Mount St. Helens are
:as the worst aspect of a volcanic eruption.

oly student

A 1978 Department of the
Interior geological report on the
potential hazards from future
eruptions of Mount St. Helens
predicted that the explosive
events of the ast week were
likely to occur because of the
volcano· s geologic past.
Over the past 4,500 years,
Mount St. Helens, located
about 60 miles from Portland,
Oregon, has been the msot
active and explosive of any
volcano in the continental
United States. the report said.
''In the future, �1ount St.
Helens will probably erupt
violently and intermittently
just as it has in the recent
geologic past, and these future
eruptions will affect human life
and
h e aft h ,
p r o p e rt y ,
agricul t ure
and
general
economic welfare over a broad
area,·• said the authors of the
survey.
"The way things have come
out, this sounds so much like
what was predictecL'' said Dr.
Lawrence Balthasar, a Cal Poly
geology instructor, about
unday's eruption of 1ount St.
Helens.
To date, 14 people are dead
and 71 are missing as a result
of the eruption.
According to the U.S.

Volcano neighbor not worried
ILLER

Staff Writer

er Cal Poly student

50 miles away from
unt St. Helens, but
nesday he's not

· ht at the foot of
and it's not
·• ... aid Randy
for me r Cal Poly
major, now a co-op
t K"'JJ-KGIB radio

no· s eruption on
biggest in more
years. killed at
people and left 71
·mdows shook 200
in Canada as n arly
of rock disappeared
of the 9,677 foot

mountain, according to the San

mostly from the media, though
Prancisco Examiner.
he has seen some evidence of
Though the blast reportedly the eruption in the rivers near
blotted out the
un for Portland.
residents in a 100-mile-long
"There were a whole bunch of
area, Hudson said in Portland, steam vents in the Toutle River
where Mount St. Helens can be and they reminded me of the
seen on a clear day, no one saw hot tubs near San Luis,·· said
or heard anything out of the Hudson.
ordinary.
He also said boats were
"There's just a cloud bank.
in the
You can't see it. You can't running aground
fSmell it. It's just, like a norm�l Columbia River because of
day," aid Hudson. ''Yakima 1s heavy deposits of mud and
soot.
iust like midn�ht.·'
cientists predict the actual
sharp slivers of ash
· Th
covered Yakima, 100 miles east, ash will remain onl a few days,
contaminating the water and but the volcano· s effect on
causing respiratory problems surrounding ecology will last
for many years. Up at Portland,
for some of the residents.
id things
Hudson said his knowledge of however, Hudson
the neighboring disaster is are just about normal.

s rally in protest of Miami killings

Staff Writer

of black student s,
brown and white
about, began to
der the protest
University Union
of the signs read,
-reet and docile,
and kind ... beware
y
change their
e

protest in suppo rt
and sister in
James Patton.
the United Black
.,,. .,,..
- .. --e s Council. It
id. was to "show
lot of unity and
er. Our cau e i
doesn "t matter if

it's in Miami, San Luis or all
over. We're internationalists."

"\\That's happening in Florida
is happening all over," said
another UBSAC me1nber, lbu
Allah.

By 11 :30 there were about 50
tudents involved in the rally.
In another part of the plaza
Omega Psi Phi, a black
fraternity. gave its own ren
dition of the ong ··Don't Let
Go." with a foot-stomping
dance to go along.
A black student, who is not a
member and wishes to remain
anonymou • commented on the
rallv, "I think it's good, it has
ouie ignificance.' ·

· "They may be too one sided,"
1e added after a pause.
Sharing his feeli,ngs in what's
happening in Miami. he said,
·· It's really a shame that
something like that had to
happen right here in America.
It happened in their (blacks)
own homes. The places they
burned were places they
needed.··
The student
g a thered
together on the cement steps to
sing quiet protest song-. \Vords
to one of the song were spoken
over the P.A. system.
A tall black lady, Lettie
Fulmore. sung a prayer 1n
See Rally, back page

Geo logic Survey. future
eruptions of the volcano would
produce lava flows. domes.
tephra (pumice· and o�her air
born e rock d e b r is) and
pyroclastic flows (volcanic ash).
all of which would be ac·
companied by emission of
gases. Mudflows would be a
poteptial and dangerous side
effe�t of the eruption, said the
report.
''Mud.flows are usually the
most devastating aspect of the
process," said Dr. David
Chipping, also a geology
professor at Oal Poly.
According to Chipping, the
mud flows occur from the
melting snow and from the rain
whi c h r e sults from the
automatic cloud seeding cau~ed
by the eruption.
Composed of water-saturated
rock debris found on the flanks
cf the Yolcano, the mudflows
re;emble "flowing
masses of
.
wet concrete . when moving.
said the geologic report.
The mudflow can also be
started by lava or hot
pyroclastic flow over snow. It
will be either hot. or cold
depending on the presence or
absence of hot rock debris in
the mudflow, said the report.
Accoding to Chipping, the
flows can spread as far as 100
miles.
The pyroclastic flows. or
vol�anic a·sh, are composed of
small shards of glass which can
cause lung damage in the
people downwind of the ash
drift. said Chipping.
A· liquid rock which cools
quickly to form glass. the
pyroclastic material is very
sharp and can be imbedded into
the lungs. causing a reduction
in lung capacity. said Chipping.
Symptoms would be similar
to those of svlico is, the black
lung disease· which sometimes
affe c t s coal m i ners th e
professor added.
While no dome has for med
atop the Cascade peak, 1ount.
t. Helens lost 1,300 feet off
the top of its 9,769-foot peak
when it erupted Sunday.
Lava flows have also yet to
occur, and to date no one knows
for certain whether or not they
will, said Balthasar.
But Chipping said chances
are the hot, relatively fluid
molten rock which forms lava
will flow. The flows can be
expected to continue on and off
for a longer time, he said.
The lava will probably erupt
in a sideways explosion from
the face of the volcano, said the
geologic report.
Chipping said sideways ex·
plosions occur when lava stop
rising and congeals in the cone
of the volcano. forming a new
plug. Gas builds up again.
causing· an explosion.
According to the Interior
Department survey. future lava
flows at
iount St. Helen
would probably not extend
more than about 5 kilometers
(about three miles) beyond the
ba e of the ,:olcano.
.. T ypic ally.
lava
from
volcanoes like iount t. Helens
appears only after an eruption
ha been in progress for days or

weeks rather than during the
first part of the eruption,·· said
the survey.
See Volcano, back page

Eruption not
expected to
alter climate
Up to two inches of volcanic
a s h bla n k ets p a r t s o f
\\'ashington and continues its
eastward drift as a result of the
eruption of l\1ounl St. Helens
on Sunduy. while central Coast.
residents continue to enjoy
pleasanLly unny days which
how no observable effect from
that explosion.

"In the immediate future,
there will be no change because
winds are blowing north and
ea tward," aid Ken Parker, an
agricultural meteorologist f�r
_
the National \\'eather Service m
Santa Maria.

As the ash cloud circles
around the earth for the second
tin1e. it will disperse into the
lower latitudes, resulting in
more colorful sunrises and
sunsets for Central Coast
residents. said Parker.

Because no debris from the
eruption reached up into the
ionosphere. no long-term effects
on the climat should be noticed
as a result of the eruption.
added Parker.

The -major immediate impact
from the eruption will be
noticed downwind from the
volcano, said Parker. Because
of the reduced sunshine being
tran�mittl'Cl t.hrough the ash
particles in . the strato�phere,
less warming of the soil will
occur and cooler temperatures
will be noticed.
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Op iniO
Prop. 5 _ a must

n
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Our system of government and our way of life in California
depend on an uninhibited flow of information to the people.
Citizens must know of trends and occurrences in govern
ment, business and all other realms of society if the
representative democracy we have is to work.
A "yes" vote on Propositon 5 will help protect that flow of
information.
Corruption in government (or anywhere) is often revealed
to reporters on the condition that they remain anonymous.
Reporters are �ormally willing to cooperate with the desire
for anonymity.
But at least six reporters have spent time in jail in recent
years for refusing to divulge sources to a judge. This is in
spite of the protection of a 1935 "shield" law, which says
reporters may not be held in contempt for maintaining
sources' trust in confidentiality.
Judges say the shield law conflicts with the constitutional
obligation to conduct a fair trial and to protect judicial
processes. But the judiciary can and must conduct fair trials
without compromising the work of journalists.
In fact, the fair trials which judges want to protect are fair
partly because the press has been able to watch and expose
wrongful judicial proceedings. If journalists are inhibited in
their access to information because sources are afraid to
speak up, fair trials and the sanctity of our judiciary system
are threatened.
�o en�ure potential information sources of confidentiality,
Californians need only put the existing shield law into the
state constitution. Then judges would be less apt to compel
reporters to divulge sources.
We need the free flow of information which we have up to
now enjoyed. We must preserve the watchdog role of the
press. We can, by voting yes on Proposition 5.
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Letters
Not a free ride
Editors:
Thi is in response to Mr. Andrew V.
Figone·s opinions on Cal Poly students
and the value of a Cal Poly education.
1r. Figone believe that the main
rea on student come to Cal Poly is to
have a "good time," to get drunk,
while learning nothing in four or five
years at school. He also feel that the
majority of student
have their
education paid for by their parents.
None of thi is true, except in a few
cases. One cannot attend Cal Poly for
four years and graduate with the main
emphasis on partying; it takes hard
work and discipline. Most tudents
particularly those in majors such a�
architecture, engineering and other
technical fields, are career-oriented.
Many are combining personal interests
with their professional careers.
The value of a Cal Poly degree can
be measured by the school's reputation
in industry, the success of its
graduates and their average starting
salaries. We've got an excellent record
in all three areas; anyone doubting this
can check wit.h the placement office or
various companie
that hire Poly
graduates.
CaJ Poly is not one of the most
popular college in the state system
judging from the standards now used
for admi ion and the number of
rejection

Most students are on some form of
financial aid; many work part-time to
help with expenses. Few, t"O my
knowledge, are given a "free ride·· by
their parents.
weeping
generalizations
and
derogatory remarks by Mr. Figone,
along with Howard Jarvis' abusive
language, serve to reveal the character
and intelligence of the e people.
Ron Kwang

Death of sports?
Editors:
This letter is writen in response to
Mr. Johnson·s sincere but somewhat
misguided editorial regarding the
death of sports at Cal Poly. (Mustang
Daily, May 8.)
I have attended Cal Poly for five

Mustang Daily
General Manager ....•••.....•. , Claude Ratlift
Advertising Manager • . ••..••.... Steve Willard
Pflnted by
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years, and
ery year it seems that
when pepple want to vent their
frustrations out on athletic , the
football team comes under the most
fire. This i getting to be old and
tiresome.
True, the team does receive more
monetary assistance than any other.
However, there is ju tification behind
this action. In plain term . the football
program al o brings in more revenue
to the athletic program. V hy should
this team be penalized when it i
carrying most of the other sport
program ?
Mr. John on tates that we are
spending too much money for
"luxuries" such as cleats. Doe he al o
feel that assistant football Coach John
Crivello was a "luxury'" the team could
afford to lose?
I am sorry for the state of affair in
minor sports on this campus. But it"
about time to stop bickering about the
amount of money that the football
program receives, and start asking
why it is that athletics always gets the
axe ·at the first mention of budget
cutting, It's about time someone el e
was on the receiving end of the cut
backs.
Beth
idl

No apology coming
Editors:
I felt compelled to respond to Mr.
Andrew V. Figone's letter to Carol
Hallett print d in Tuesday's edition of
the Daily. Let"s take Mr. Figone·
suggestions literally. VVhy not stop
wasting our tax money on chools?
Tha wa , we can fill up the welfare
o much with
line Mr, Fi on hate
would-be stud nt who can in jobs
becau
th y cant g t an edu tion.
nd l
top appropria ing rnone to
tho money-grubbing poor and derl ·
peopl .
If l:Jle shoe wa on the otn......,.,, ...
Ir. Figone wa poor or eld
need of fund . I wonder how
·at Securit
lee if his
chec}<
pped com1n
c uldin'
him lf.

r,

bet that he would be one of the fir
complain.
It is true that there are offender
each of the aforementioned gro
0
but, too often, we forget the ho
ones who really need the money
discussing federal or state
program
I'd al o like to know where
Figone thinks he would be if som
didn't pay taxe to afford him
education. The sentence structur
his letter indicate that he could
used some of the worthless edu
that he i o quick to denounce.
:ir. Figone seems to think
being born in an Luis Obi po co
and having relatives here makes
an effective judge of the gover
and university here. The tone of
letter implies that he no longer r
in an Luis Obispo county. If t ·
true, then I feel that I, as a nati
San Lu�s Obispo still living i...ill--
would be a better judge of the acti
in this county than an outsider sue
Mr. Figone.
Finally, I'm ure that we·re all
Figone·s gr
M r.
proud of
grandfather who had all of t
stories written about him, and of
road named after his relatives.
also sure that no one will ever wri
book or name a road after someon
indistinguishable as him. And,
Figone don't ask me for an apolog)I
Leslie Rid

--------,,,--

�

----
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Vern Ahrendes is a
re journalism major and
Daily staff writer.
reserve clause could

be

s blatantly an owner's man.
takes a hard-line stand when
of the backing of the owners.
example of this is the blocking
lie Finley's sale of Rollie
Joe Rudi and Vida Blue in

summed up Kuhn's reserve
�mia in his 11ay 20 editorial.
the reserve clause was
invalid, he (KuhnJ wasted
y fighting that decision,
:f making plans for operating
new system; as a result,
e woefully unprepared when
round of negotiations with

/ Marvin Miller started.''
Kuhn stuck his foot in his own
mouth and moaned about how free
agency will ruin the game. Has Kuhn
l�oked at the skyrocketing attendance
figures at the ballparks lately?
Baseball has never had a more
prosperous time. Now that divisional
rac�s are finally exciting again, the
strike threatens to spoil all of the fun
Well, it might not be so bad seeing
Toronto or Oakland facing the Bucs in
· the World Series.
It's a joke watching the owners cry,
moan and complain that players want
�oo much. The owners got themselves
mto the mess they are in, anyway. If
the owners were smart, which seems
doubtful, they would form their own
union and establish uniform standards
across the board. It would not be that
ha�d to set a ceiling for the highest
paid athletes .and leave it at that $500,000 o r $700,000 seems
reasonable.
Kuhn has to cut his umbilical cord
with the owners and do something
now. This strike will never end unless ,
he gets off his thumbs. Players and
owners are too entrenched in their
positions to back down now. Only a
strong third party can end this crisis.
It is distressing to speculate that
Dave Kingman might be selling shoes
in some sporting goods store in mid
June or September instead of blasting
home runs out of Chicago's Wrigley
Field. The thought of some of the
advertisements that might. appear next
winter is also frustrating: Basketball,
hot dogs, apple pie and Chevrolet.
What a waste.
The strike must not last. Bowie,
where are you?

'II never know tor sure

- parking ticket last quarter.
of itself, I am sure that it's
unusual thing: the campus
Jrobably write dozens of
:nations
each day.
·
that makes my parking
erent, however, is that I was
:!I a lot for which I had a
par.king decal which was
in the proper location on my
- on the rear at the right.
particularly ironic about the
is that, only an hour
as illegally parked and did

Cheryle Johnson is a
journalism major and
Daily staff writer.
a ticket.

I was late for class, I
_ dusty blue Mazda with its
�_.,_er close to the English
an "H'' lot parking spot
"staff."
ed myself that the campus
busy directing traffic until
would not begin writing
:ntil then.
use l still felt twinges of
t defying authority, I
myself I would move my car
C" lot at 8 a.m., even-though
a walk back across campus to
building for my next class.
e clock struck eight and I
to the H-lot to move my
't help looking anxiously
shield for a splotch of pink
th the wiper. Seeing none.
th relief. I was safe.
confident and
lightly
drove to the C-1 lot and
rd into a space. 1 hot
ck to the Engli h building
my high-heeled shoes would
reached the cla sroom, the
ticked at :15 a.m.
I was
my voice of rationalization
again. It wa \ orth not
ony about getting a

3
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Where is he now?

anyone? It's going to be a
er.
mstances turn out the way it
y will, this summer will be a
for the sporting world. With
sand owners of major league
teams at each other's throats,
can be pointed at one man.
,an at fault for this scar on
bas to be Commissioner 'Bowie
agree with Glenn Dickey of
Francisco Chronicle - Kuhn
nothing to ease the strike
Where is Kuhn wh
the
world needs film most?
Trankly, Marvin Miller and the
association have legitimate
The problem is that lack of
- it should have been for-

,

parking ticket. On top of that, I had
opened up a space for some poor
faculty member who hadn't beat the 8
o'clock rush.
I really felt noble.
That feeling of nobility pulled me
through an hour of literature. It
carried me straight to my car and saw
me seated firmly behind the wheel with
one hand ready to turn the ignition
key when I noticed the little pink
blotch beneath my windshield wiper.
I couldn't believe it. Who had ever
heard of getting a ticket for parking
where you were supposed to park?
I opened the door. reached around to

_____

P_a-geJ0p

_
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A�E You DENSE?

the wiper and yanked the ticket free.
According to the officer who wrote it,
I had violated the parking rules by
pulling backwards into a space.
As I sped my way home, I kept
thinking about the parking ticket and
how unfair the whole thing was.
I fantasized about. contesting the
ticket at traffic court.
''Your Honor, according to the ticket
I receive d on.___ I allegedly
,
space, the
'backed' into the parking
reason for which I supposedly received
the ticket.
''Your Honor, that is a fallacious
semantic argument (re: English
Composition 115. Who says college
doesn't teach you anything, Howard
.
J arvis ?..) "
"I did not 'back· into the spot, I
pulled forward into it. a matter of
some significance, I think.
"Now, I will grant the court that it
makes the ticketing officer's job much
easier if the car is pulled in so that the

DENSE.;, wHY

,·o

LOVE TO/

back end sticks out where my front
end was so that the officer can more
clearly see the placement of said
sticker when issuing citations.
"But I hope the court will grant
that
f
it is easier and more time eficient to
pull a car straight out of a parking
spot than it is to back it out of one.
"I might add, your Honor, that in
the almost two years I have attended
this campus, this is the first time I
have received a citation for facing
forward instead of backward. Believe
me when I say I am more prone to face
backward when I should face forward.
"I didn't know it was against the
law. honest. Don't you think a warning
would have been enough?
"Ladies and gentlemen of the jury. I
rest my case."
I like to think that if I had turned
my fantasy into a reality, I would have
been acquitted.
But since I paid the fine instead. I'll
never know for sure.
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Review

ntasticks' an energetic and enjoyable show

The theatrical romance
McConnell, who portrays starry-eye
·
d actress who
· h the young this_ charac
begins wit
ter, 1·s equally p 1 aye d L uisa, glowe
.
d
lovers meetmg over an prepared for
the
two
th
part
,
.
rough
l
gi
her
r
, a
role. Her
.
t h eir M c C o n n
i m a g i ne d
wall
ell
d 1· r e c t e d songs were bright and
d a wall... "
· tin
fathers (Kirt Kis
· g and speeches to the audience delight
fully done. Martin
fantastick.
Kie
have
b
)
James
uilt to much of the tun· e and was
retn1niscent of an
Id story - boy keep them apart. Yet, resemble d a neig hbo r enchanted
prin cess, who
I, Cupid's arrow such is not the case, for spreading the town gos
sip had found and lost her
the two lovers the me ddlin g parents of the latest love affair.
Prince Charming. She was
ily ever after - desire their children to •
a graceful whirlwind of
And believable, yes, he
wed,
and play upon
again a success.
emotion, strong but also
tha t.
McConnell meek,
Poly pro ducation childish rebellion to build was
and never out of ·
possesses a natural and
ff-Broad way hit the relationship.
uc
to h with her character.
tas ticks brought
ta l e n t
The paternal plan is spontaneous
and revealed to the children, C81>Jlble o f making one feel
I
song
Excellent choices were
last wh o
th e and see beyond what is on made for the roles of
r ej e c t
charm
Hucklebee and Belomy.
to the Cal manipulation of their the stage.
lives, as well as each
the fathers of Matt and
McConnell's voice was
L.ujsa. Kie and Kisling
strong also.
His first
were warmly humorous
song
4 - Gregory McConnell as El Gallo sings exhib, Try to Remember, and vibrantly charming.
ited his talent. and
ng . (lower left)
They sang and danced,
throughout the play his
are dependable, sing Bellomy and
fretted and sche med . abilities were emphasized
Their clothing was ap
performed by Kirt Kisling and James Kie.
more and more.
t)
propriate and their voices
Martin as Luisa star with B rad Zumbro,
Brad
who we re perf ect for the
Zumbro,
W)
played Matt, the lovesick elderly roles. Their en
e, as Henry and Fred Callbeck, Mortimer, swain, recited his poetic t e r t a i n m e n t
wa s
sa as Kristina Engelhorn looks on in silence. lines with delightful flair. definetely amusing in a
Although the lines were winsome sort of wav.
with pain when he learns he's not the hero full of sentiment and
The stage where the
he was. (upper right}
prose,
Zumbro recited
gs, "It depends on what you pay." (upper them with an impres ive story unfolded was simply
sincerity . He also put designed. The set con
sisted of a platform, four
much into his danc e
chairs and a trunk. Yet it
-act musical
other, and each set off to routines - sometimes too
was adequate for the
enth u s i a s t i c experience the world. In much.
story's needs.
by combining the end, they return only
On
o c cns si o n
his
als. energetic to find that all they ever flamboyant actions' were
The entire cast occupied
in
found
had
they
wanted
u tin e s
and
ou done by the plain, but the stage at all times. The
ble
acti n g each other. A mature love
reaH tic exertions of his characters not spotlighted
�es. The young replaces the blind. in p artner s.
Th i s
was on the platform were
lovers, Matt nocent one and the tory
e �aJly noticeable in seated in the background
.._;.-.....ro) and Luisa has its happy end.
the RCOnd
act dance chairs. This effect kept in
in) were not
The character El Gallo
Zumbro did with �1c mind what was hap
:':a.-u hies in the is a man of the world,
pending with all members
in the per- p r e p a r e d
of
the cast and not just
any
for
ere were few.
Melissa Ann Martin, the the ones in the spotlight.
predicament: and Greg
I ANDERSON

Still scenes, where the
a c to r s
f r oze
their
p ositions,
were
used
frequently also. They
came off very well, adding
a special dramatic touch.
Overall, there was a
minimal use of scenery. It
was enjoyable
the
cro w d
as
we l l
as

for

BOOBS

in the Art Section .

Contmencal Cu,sme Vexetamm Specwluc
Omdet tc
Crepl's
Rrl•,1kl;1't
SJturd.1,·

of San Luis

have an op
to
listen to
.musi c over

Sidesaddle and The
Friends of New Perkins
will bring together two
different and exciting
bluegra s styles when
they perform for the first

muSiC?I showing at PCPA

ey, a new rock 'n roll musical, has opened at the PCPA
Santa Maria. The musical is the tale of a young man sear
rnself, and enc ountering such obstacles as the bike-riding
�Q,s pictured above.
rr,ey will be performed nightly through May 24 and advance
available from PCPA by calling 922-8313.

time on the same stage.
Sidesaddle, an all-female
group from the Bay Area,
will make its first Central
Coast appearance since
the group was formed one
year ago. The grqup,
talented and versatile, has
gained prominence within
bluegrass circles in the
Bay Area.
The five members in the
group, Ginny Snyder on
banjo. Evelyn Rudock on
mandolin, Karen Quick on
acoustic bass, LeAnne
\\'elch on fiddle and Diana
Deininger on guitar. have
a s s o rted
at
p laye d
festivals across the state
and can be heard in San
Jose at the Wagon House.
k now
who
P e ople
bluegrass in San Luis
Obispo have probably
heard of The Friends of
Ned Perkins from their
various performances on
the Central Coas t. The
local
are
Friends
bluegrass musicians who
quickly rose as one of the
top
Coa st ·s
Ce n tr a l
The
ac ts.
b l u egr a s s
in
formed
Fr iend s.
January 1979, play a wide
range of music that in
tr a di t i onal
c l ude s
· bluegras-, swing, jazz and
new grass.
The
Sid esa ddl e and
Friends of 1 ed Perkins
will perform at 7 and 9
p.m . a t the Rainbow
Theatre, with The Friends
ed Perkins opening
of
both shows. Tickets are
3 in advance and 3.50
at the door, and are
available at Cheap Thrills.
The Dark Room and the
Rainbow Theatre.

Lum:h
\11n•S,1t

Dmncr
\\ nl-Sun

.. · 11
I I 1 \0
; \0-9 ,o
Sunclt1\' Champagne Bnmch 7-2.30

grass at the Rainbow Theatre
�1emorial Weekend, when
S i d e sa dd l e
and
Th e
Friends of
ed Perkins
get together to perform
two shows at the Rainbow
Theatre, Monday, May 26.

\Vi th
dynamic
per·
formers like �1cConnell,
Kisling, Kie, Martin and
Zumbro, one would expect
nothing but the best.

OIL
PAINTING

Corinell.

Staff Writer

challenging for the actors.
The success of the show
1epended on the talents of
:he cast. No one was
iisappointed.

"good food, personal -.ervicc,
charming atmo phere

Thursday

Moy 22- 4·30 pm

Fndoy

fv1oy 23 -4·30. 7:30 pm

Saturday

Moy 24 - 2 00 pm

.

l.

Reserved Tickets 1.00 each Available at
ASI Ticket Office. Osos Records and at the door
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Fifth Annual
ANTIQUE GASOLINE ENGINE
SHOW

Sunday, May 25, 1980
.... See All Sizes of
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Concerts

Toons, The Beat stir up some f

BY JIM HENDRY
Dally Review Editor

You could hear music all
the way .,RO'v/n by Chase
hall.
Free outdoor rock shows
have a way of adding
some excitement and
melody to the air on an all
too typical Cal Poly
Thursday afternoon.
Set up behind the H.P.
Davidson Music Building
on the outdoor am
pitheatre stage, opening
act The Toons were just
warming up - trying to
goad a shy audience into
loosening up.
Blending comedy and
music. the San Francisco
based Toons looked like a
bunch of refugee male
cheerleaders from the '50s
in performing material
that ranged from the
Mustang Delly - Susan

hilarious to the absurd.
Songs such as Zombie
of Love - dedicated to an
inflatable rubber doll and Punk Polka - a
combination of polka and
punk styles performed
with dueling accordians had the audience as much
smprised with The Toons'
versatility as entertained
by their style.
The
'50s -ensemble
harmonies Tire Toons
utilized were tight as their
jeans and helped to prove
the group has an excellent
music background to back
up the slapstick comedy
routines.
With a few dirty jokes
and gestures to keep the
audience interested, The
Toons bounced around the
stage like a bunch of
wired pogo sticks.

Performing on such
diverse instruments as the
accordian and trumpet,
The Toons even had a
musical message for
Washington - changing
the lyrics from the song
Barba,ra Ann to Bomb
Iran.
1
!J'he group's �t song,
calied Disco Hookey
Pookey, had the crowd of
about 600 on their feet
dancing along with the
new dance the band urged
the audience to try.
"You put it in and pull
it out...and put it in and
out... and in and out... in
and out," vocalist and
trombone player John
Milne crooned (Milne also
authored the song about
the inflatable doll).
As the skies ominously
darkened,
threatening

rain, the stagei
quickly cleared th�
preparing for th.�
group, The Beat.
A mean-looking
up from Hollyw
Beat were dresse d
in black and ab
they were here ei 't::.
rock 'n' roll or �
gang fight.
Swinging back a�
like a rag doll
shaken by an an
Collins raged oQ
lyrics, his red Strat
banging out di
rhythms.

A repeat in spirit
free Dwight Twille
last year, once ag
Com
Co n c e r t
disproves the old c
you don't get
for nothing.

am v

Lead singer Paul Collins of The Beat during
their hit song Don't Wait Up For Me Tonight.

Vocalist John Milne of The Toons gets into
some heavy breathing with his plastic friend
during the song Zombie of Love.

Vocalists John Milne (with trombone) and Parker afternoon. The Toons were the opening
Lee of The Toons clown it up during the free the Los Angeles based group The Beat.
concert behind the music building Thursday

.Max Smart's latest case

Space war on screen again
HOLLYWOOD (AP) "The Force·· is with us
again.
Starting today in 126
in
orth
the aters
America, Darth Vader
brea tbes down the neck of
t h e r e b e l a l l i a n c e:
Chewbacca growls at
d a n ge r:
and
Lu ke
Skywalker lets "The
t r a n g e,
F o r c e" -a
mystical power-guide
him.
"The Empire Strike
Back"-the sequel to the
most succes ful film in
history, " tar \.Vars" blends old and new
element in it torv.
To begin with, p(oducer
creator George Lucas ha
subtitled the movie
"Episode v·· and say
there will be seven other
"Star Wars" films. In
addition a Muppet play a
central role and the
soldier-of-fortune
Han

Solo gains a larger part,
one that includes some
romance with the Princess
Leia.
What is the same is the
avalanche of special ef
fects and national at
tention.
In Hollywood, fans
camped outside a theater
for 36 hours to ee the
initial showing of the
sequel.
One of those tanding in
the drizzle outside the
Egyptian Theater, Terri
Hardlin, said the 36-hour
encampm nt was not
nearly as difficult as the
three-year hiatus between
film
"\Ve're waiting for our
high. It's in that door.
You know, we don't want
anything el e. \Ve don't
need anything else," said
Miss Hardin.
''The Force i with u
and it' going to carry us

right on into
theater," she said.

th a t

Miss Hardin had been
firmly entrenched on
Hollywood
Boulevard
with 12 or 13 other fans
since early Monday, even
though tickets-priced at
a record
5.50 each
didn't go on sale until 11
p.m. Tu e s d a y . T h e
screenings began a t 12:01
a.m. today and continue
for an unprecedented 72
hours. said Egy ptian
Theater executive Roy
Evans.

i n d of
It's that
fanatical devotion that
enabled " tar \Vars" to
earn 300 million in box
office receipts since it wa
relea ed in • 1ay 1977.
And 20th Century-Fox
official feel that kind of
force portends ucces for
the equel.

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - look like Quasimodo?"
The
huge
b i l l board
As for "The Nude
overlooking the Sunset Bomb" he also bas
Strip trumpets: "Would reservations.
you believe Don Adams as
"I hope it's good," he
Maxwell Smart in bis first
said. "I can't really tell
motion picture?"
Don Adams believes. anymore. I didn't go to
"The ude Bomb," which any of the sneak previews,
Universal is releasing this which I'm told went very
month, is indeed his first well. I saw it cold in a
movie-ironically, since he projection room-not a
is one of the world's good way to see a
greatest film fans and got comedy. There were a lot
bis start in show business of things taken out that I
like to see put back
imi ta ting the star . would
.
"
Anyone starring in his lD.
first feature would be
Lest his comments
delighted with a billboard. sound entirely downbeat,
Being a comedian. Adams it should be added that he
fou n d something to is admittedly not the best
complain about.
judge of his own work:
"The p i cture," he
"I've never thought
grumbled. "It doesn't look
like me. 1y friends call that anything I did was
me up and say, 'Is that good. Including 'Get
you on the billboard?' I Smart.· At the time I was
think it's me. But why did dis atisfied with the
they have to make me shows. • ow that I see

them in reruns, I
70 percent of th
very funny.
''The Nude
w orking title:
Return o f M
Smart
was a
project from the,
Why would a st
vest $10 million
creating a televisio
that ended its firs
years ago.
It didn't start o
feature, Adams
Universal
ori
planned to make
hour television mo
would serve as a
a renewal of the TV
The plot: A mad
Gas
Vi t t o r i o
threatens to ri
world's population
clothing via a
destroying bomb
ransom is paid. A
to the rescue.
ft

ft
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Life on a rock: Observing peregrine
falcons· from ·a bird's eye view
•

•

lyn Felton peers at endangered peregrine falcons, which roost atop birds'_ rocky home, lives 150 feet from the peregrines' home there. This is
o Rock. F elton, w ho considers himself a necessary intruder of the the fifth year Felton has observed the falcons for Fish and Game.
Copyright e, 1u Lang Dnily

ched in his three-foot high home
Morro Rock, Merlyn Felton keeps
nstant watch over the pair of
gered peregrine falcons and
lings who also call the rock home.
ce 1976, Felton has observed the
ns from his windswept aerie on
west side of the landmark during
· nesting season, March 1 through
July.
• s observation post/home on the
lith is a four by six by three foot

ry and photos by Jim
lone
made blind, some 150 yards from
nest. Felton says the birds•
rial instincts are so dominant
observer must spend most of his
out of sight, crouched in the
�)e(] quarters.
'ilJ'here's not enough room to sit up
said Felton in an interview with
tang Daily during one of his in·
ent descents to terra-firma.
Originally from Los Angeles. Felton,
left the big city and a budding
as a musician 10 years ago to
e a different lifestyle.
·
travels and experiences in those
ening years heightened Felton 's
of nature, a part of his personality
found no outlet in the smoggy
· ons of Los Angeles.

time,'' and was hired as a seasonal
aide by the state Department of Fish
and Game.
That was Felton's first year as a
tenant of the landmark. His main job .
was to keep climbers and would-be
trespassers off the falcons· volcanic
plug, dome home.

''1976 was relatively normal in terms

of the fledge (successful hatching and
rearing of the young falcons)," Felton
said.
That meant Felton's time away from
the rock was limited to once every six
or seven days.

The fallowing year, 1977, Felton's
role as simply a "watchman" expanded
with the onset of pesticide-related
problems which continue to plague the
peregrines today.
With one year on the rock and 15
years as a falconer behind him, Felton
recognized
the
abnormal
eggs
x
produced by a DDT eposed female in
1977. Since then he has played an
active role in the ongoing egg
swapping and fledgling-transfers
deemed necessary for the falcon's
survival.
From his tiny blind,576 feet above
Morro Bay, the tanned and windblown

Felton uses binoculars and a spotting
scope to note the species of prey the
falcons feed on. He also checks the
location and content of the birds· food
caches around the nest. and radios
reports to his boss - Captain Hugh
Thomas of the fish and game depart
ment.
Part of their diet consists of
migratory shore birds who have been
exposed to U.S.-banned pesticides,
especially DDT, during their stay in
South America. The dose of DDT is
concentrated in the Morro birds,
causing calcium metabolism problems.
which results in production of weak,
tbm shelled eggs.
This years fledglings are doing well,
Felton said. The young birds were _
taken as eggs from the wild, and
hatched in an incubator under the
watchful eye of Brian Walton of the
Santa Cruz Predatory Bird Resa
Research Group.
Watching the young birds' first
attempts at flight and feeding gives
Felton a special thrill.

"The aerial food exchanges are really
exciting," the birds' guardian said.
"One bird passes the prey from its
beak tv the feet of the receiving bird,
who's turned itsdelf upside-down in

mid-air."
These aerial acrobatics occur bet
ween both adults, and later between
adults and fledglings, said Felton.
Aside from the falcons. Felton has
noted other interesting fauna atop the
rock. There are a number of feral cats
- most likely former pets - that pose
a small threat to the birds. And in
1979, Felton shared his rocky home for
a short time with a lone deer.
Despite a temporary decline in
trespassers
this year.
keeping
unauthorized people off the Pere�es
nesting sight is still a priority with
Felton·.
When Felton does find a trespasser
on the rock, he quickly escorts them
down , after radioing ahead to fish and
game wardens. The offender is met at
the base of the rock by the wardens
and a citation carrying a maximum
penalty of one year in jail and a $500
fine.
Felton said he understands the
pub l i c's fr u s t r atio n wi t h the
prohibition of visitors on the rock, but
insists it's necessary.
Peregrine faJcon populations m
California has declined from an
estimated high of 200 pair in 1930 to
roughly 15 to 20 pair today. Their
decline is attributed to pesticides and
habitat deterioration, both brought by
humans.
Humans are taking too much of the
earth,:' Felton said. "I can't sit by and
watch us eliminate an entire species. If
the peregrine falcon disappears, it will
be gone for good. If there's anything I
can do to save them, I'll do it."
For Felton, that mea ns nesting atop
Morro Rock.
1
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Prop. 9 could hurt the stcite
parks, may raise use fees

agencies suffered a 10 to
A third possibility for
15 percent across-the- supplementing a cut
Dally stall Writer
board loss. The county budget would be to
Increased fees may be Board of Supervisors has contract services from
charged for use of county not determined how much p r i v a t e
c o mpani e s ,
recreational facilities if parks and beaches or Gregory said.
other county departments
Proposition 9 passes.
The department might
Bob Gregory, San Luis will lose.
attempt to obtain bids for
Obispo county director of
Besides raising existing the maintenance of parks
parks and beaches, said fees, parks and beaches and other jobs, at lower
higher entrance costs may may implement user fees costs than it can provide.
be necessary to offset for facilities which are
A final alternative
budget cuts if Jarvis' now free to the public. would be to solicit local
se c o n d t ax-s l a s h i n g This alternative is im donations. Gregory is
initiative passes on June practical in many cases, drafting a plan he calls
however, according to "Adopt a Park." which
3.
Although the exact Gregory.
will use endowments from
effects of Proposition 9
"If you're going to local businesses to keep
are not known, the parks charge- entrance fees for parks in shape. In return,
and beaches department is public parks," he said, b u s i n e s s e s
ma k i n g
already making plans for "you would have to build donations will receive
action in case it loses a fence around them and publicity and can write off
funds. When Proposition then hire security to keep the funds as a tax
f r o m d e d uct i o n .
13 passed in 1978, n o n:p aye r s
Vent u r a
Gregory said county trespassing.
Co unty h as alre a d y
started such a program,
Gregory said.
"It's kind of a 'wait
and- ee' situation right
now," he said. It's going
to take a vote count to
what we'll do. I told
the board of supervisors
a f t e r ProposiLo n 13
pas. ed in 197 that we
could live off the quality
of our work for a year,
Closed
maybe two. We're at that
Mondays
point now.
••
"If you'd look at our
(805) 528-2319
ta,rrlall)d ,a Gnlbe ••xtrna
park now, you'd notice
they look a lot worse than
aaywood Park. Ca 93402
b fore Prop. 13. I've had
more complaint from the
public in the last three or
four months than I had in
two years prior to this."
'Texas Instruments
Grego r y
aid his
department 1s undertaffed in both main
t e n a nc e
and
ad
mini tration now, and
that the level of service
they are able to provide to
the public is inadequate.
The-·• firs! Nrodh<lid odr<ne
w-.,.,, IO p,onounce
Bu d g e t
cuts
from
• and senu,ices,
�YProposition
9
could
only
Come in and see our demonstration.
add to the problem, he
• FREE LANGUAGE MODULE•
aid.
when yo,, purchase o Tl tronsloro,
BY ROSEAN
WENTZ

--

LANGUAGE
TRANSLATOR
THAT SPEAl(5
between April

15

ond June 30

Local pool
opens gates

,

I

Sinsheimer Park Pool is
o pen for recreational
swimming on weekends.
The cost for recreational
swimming is 50 cents for
children, students, and
senior citizens and $1 for
adults.

SUMMERTIME IS DRIVETIME

State paA<s throughout California could suffer financially if Proposition 9
is approved by voters in June.
•

Los Padres camping restrictions

Permits are required to of the hazards and rulc•s into effect a· fire danger
build campfires outside of for the use of fire in rise . These restriction
developed campgrounds in undeveloped areas. said include limiting camping
the Los Padres
ational Zrelak. Permit are free to developed campground
Fore t, according to Lhe and may be obtained from only. prohibiting off-road
any district office or fire vehicle u c in certain
Forest Service.
Smoking in the forest is s�tion in the Lo· Padres area · and closing high
hazard areas of the forest.
also being restricted to National Forest..
Man-caused fires during
barren areas at least three · The permits are issued
feet in diameter, Jiving becau e the fire danger is 1979 burned 4,075 acres
Padres
areas and vehicle . said rising due to an abun· o f the Lo
ational Forest. The
Ted Zrelak, forest fire dance of rapidly drying
grass combined with leading cause of these
management officer.
fires wa arson, equip·
The primary reason for rising temperatures.
Additional temporary ment use and escaped
the permits is to insure
that the visitor is aware restriction may be put. campfires.

-

Sierra Club's
president
urges eco-awareness

BAKERSFIELD ( Pl
- The ierra Club·s new
president became active in
the en ironmental group
because he likes to hike
a n d w anted to do
something to protect the
forest
But now, Joe Fontaine'
time is so tightly divided
among his high school
science teaching job here,
his family and leading the
ierra
184,000-member
Club that he doesn't have
time to hike.

Fontain , who wa
named pre ident last
month, say he doesn't
mind his heavy work load.
"I have this feeling of
re pon ·ibility," he said in
an interview. "I ju t can't
ignore thing I think are
wrong.
Fontaine, first found
something he thought was
"wrong" while leading a
Boy out troop on a hike
in
the
Gr e e n h o r n
Mountains near here in
1962. They came upon a
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• Delicious Pizza and Delicious Savings
2138 Broad Street

MU$TANG DAILY
urgf}s you to make sure your car
is in good condition before taking off on a long trip this
summer. Remember, a well maintained car is both
and economical.
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Not good In combination With any other offer.
One coupon per pizza.

hillside that Joggers had
stripped of trees.
"I hit the roof," Fon·
taine recalled. "It looked
like a war . had gone
through there . .
Fontaine said he "wrote
a long letter to the Forest
Service, and they wrote a
long Jetter back, mos,t of
which I couldn't accept."
So, he joined the Sierra
Club at a time when it
was evolving from a group
of hikers into one of the
nation's most prominent
and controversial en·
groups.
vir o nm e ntal
Membership soared from
15,000 to 80,000 during
the 1960s, Fontaine said.
"As we began to sue·
ceed, we grew by leaps
and bounds," he added.
He was involved in
successful efforts to
create the Golden Trout
V{i l derness and get
!\1ineral King Valley into
Sequoia ational Park to
sidetrack Disney Corp. ·s
plans for a ski resort
there.
Fontaine feels critics
,1 n fairl y
lab e I c on servationi ·t
as t. ! ists
opposed to all develop·
ment.
"People think that wb�t
we 're trying to do 1s
protect trees and fish
because they 're more
important than people,,''
Fontaine said. "\i e can t
exist without that en
vironment.·•

s

I

,.

Mustang Daily

emple member acquitted
ORGETO\ 1 • Guy- v.a_ 10- o-two in con
P) - Larry La_ ton, nection with the same
�m r Peopl�s Temple charges involving Vern
her. wa� acquitted Gosney. A unanimous
da , of attempting vote is needed onl v on
murder two cult m u rd er c h a r g e · 1 n
tor.s.
Guyana.
The �hootings, in which
jut)• of two women
10 men return d the five people died, triggered
·ct aft,er deliberating the ma s murder and
ge against the 33- suicide at the nearbv
-old former marine for Jones town commune i°il
hours.
which more than 900
jury announced a persons perished. Layton
i-m o u s v o t e in is also accused of mur
·ng Layton innocent dering the fi,,e others, but
ting and wounding was not tried on those
Bagy. The vote charges at this time.

ts in· Korea leave 57 dead

ANGJU.
S ou th
( AP) - This riot
provincial capital
almost paralyzed
a
tense calm
ay after three days
tb>ciy anti-government
::Ilion left at least 57
d.
law
Ma r t i al
rities considered a
of demonstrators'
ds to end the strife.
� Washington, the
gon d�scribed the
oil as "disturbing,"
ently because of the

� lot of dirty looks. A
f fioul language, but

story today
The A oci ted PttSS

y is Friday, 1ay
e 144th day of 19 0.
are 222 days 1 ft in
highlight

in

1 ay 23, 17 5,
min Franklin wrot
that h had in•
ifocal , so on no
had to carry
eparate pair of
and di tance

FRE O (AP) - T�o
Fresrio State Univer itv
geol gy
tu ents
•ho
watched Mount t. Helens
erupt said Thurs ay it
extr e m e lv
was
"an
humbling experience.'·
Tim Treloar. 22. and
Dan Miller, 27. traveled to
Washington after spring
semester ended last week
to ob erve the volcano.
They were doing just that
from a cow pasture 12-15
miles to the southeast
when Mount St. Helens
erupted Sunday.
"For me, it was an

potenti al problem of
maintaining stability in a
country to which the
United States is com
mitted militarily.
P entagon spokesman
Thomas Ross said the
HAVANA, Cuba (AP)
U.S. Command had or - Organized groups of
the
dered
39,000 Cubans gather each day
American servicemen in to chant abusive slogans
South Korea to curtail in front of homes' left by
any travel to avoid the refugees who fled their
possible involvement in country for the United
the civil unrest. He· said States.
.
there have been·no threats
Such "manifestaciones, ··
to American servicemeP. regular occurrences in
neighborhoods throughout
the capital and other
Cuban cities, are planned
by the Communist Party
block organizations, and
what's new about that?'· a the targets are Cubans
white student said at a fleeing Fidel Castro's
predominan tly
bl ack communist government.
s c h o o l a s clas s w ork
Some of the homes are
resumed for Hie first time vacant. The owners have
this week.
already left for Mariel. the
port city west of Havana
Security was beefed up wh e r e s o m e
68,0 00
near some schools m Cubans hav e boarded·
racially troubled neig.1- smalJ bvats for the risky
borhoods, but Joe Fer 90-mile voyage to Key
nandez, Dade C ounty West, Fla., and a new life
s c h o ol in America.
assistant
superintendent, said there
In other buildings,
was "not one incident."
relatives and friends who

THE PATIO
BAR
IS OPEN
AGAIN

date:
• South Carolina
th .. jghth state.
934. Bonnie Parker.
n-toting accomplice
nk robber Clyd
, rode into a hail of
on a
bullet
c untry road in

na.

0, I raeJ an
it had captured
Tazi official Adolf
nn in Argentina
at he would b tried

ye a r
a g o,
erald
Ford
nt
would a k the
t]antic Treat v
wh t he"'r
le ft1 t
bo u l d

Playing this Friday:

Playing this Saturday:

Keith Forest

Playing this Su11d_ay:

Terrie Miley

1 Drinks happy our
prices on he pat o

Court to review union ruling

e. tremely humb ing ex
perience.·· Treloar
aid
after the returned home.
''People · ometime
fee1
they 're pretty i1nportant.
but there are some thing ·
man ha no control over.
That was the.. les on I
learned from it.

They took about 40
color slides even though
the ground beneath them
was shaking and ash and
fumes were burning their
throats.
''It was incredible being
there,.. Miller said.

Unrest in streets of Havana

Run-A-Muck

Page9

Eruption humbles students

I ""'

ago, in
,ear
to Iain civil right..
1art in Luther
om
10,000
Jr.
march d from hi
an outdoor rail ,
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Newsline

ami getting back to llormal

I (AP) - Two
----�&d National Guard
were sent home
riot-wracked Miami
Thursday, leaving
still on hand, and
reopened
ol s
efully
with some
rooms half-empty.
estimated financial
from the violence
t o S200 million.

fI

A r FRAi CI O (AP)
uprem
- The
tate
Court said todav it in
tends to decide · wh ther
California·�
coll t.1 v
bargaining law for 130.000
:n
c::t te emplo
constituti na .
The tribunal agreed to
review a 1arl·h 25 appeal
court ruling vhich tru k
down the 197 law.
The ju� tice -with h
exception
of Ju�tice
\Villiam Clark-Yoted to
grant the hearing ought
by Gov. Edmund
,.
Brown Jr.. the California
State
Emp l o yee
Association and oth rs.
A Court of Appeal in
s�cramento ruled the law
tmconstitulional becau e
it removed alary-~ •tting
power from California ·s
Personnel Board and
shifted it to the governor
and a new state board
called the Public Emp1 o y m en t
Re l a t i o n
Board.
Pacific Legal Foun
dation and California
Attorney General George
had
De u k m eji a n
challenged the law.
The law, the State
Employees Act, allowed
the stale employee to
choose unions as their
exclusive representatives
to bargain for wages and
wor k i ng
conditi ons.
subject to approval of
funding by the Legislature
and governor. It did not
authorize strike·.

already
rov rn 1 d
collective bargaining for
local school emplo r -..
uit · filed b · th
foundation and D uk·
me·ian laim d that. nh
th P r onn I Board h,
authority
o, r
t, t..
wor er.. · alari c:.

The 2· l ourt of pp al
dech,ion order d the
Pe r onn I Board to
re ume ·tting pay le eL�
a it did b fore the act
went into ffl..act on July 1.
1978.
1

The fir t coll ctive
bargaining elections were
lated for this month and
next.

stayed behind suffer the
abuse.
Posters taped to the
buildings show worms and
rodents climbing into a
garbage can marked with
the U.S. flat, or a long
nosed Uncle Sam acting
th e pied piper and
followed by a string of
rats. Other signs label the
owners scum and riff-raff.
Similar anti-American
posters
and
oth e r s
carrying quotes from
Castro can be seen
throughout Havana, but
they are carefully taped or
tacked to walls, not
The bargaining was to
smeared on with paste, in
line with the govern be supervised by the
E m pl o y e es
ment's firm determination P u b l i c
Relations Boad. which
to keep Havana clean.
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El Corral Bookstore
-Has a Complete Line of
Art Supplies
Liquitex Acrylics
Grumbacher Brushes
X-Acto Knives
Strathmore Pads
Catlina Temperas
Krvlon Paints
Pentel Color Pen
Prismacolor Pencils
Osmiroid Pens
Dr. Martins Water Colors
Grumbacher Designer Colors

Kaylor Tempera
Magic Markers
Conte Crayons
Grumbacher Oils
u-Pastels
Speed Ball Inks
Prismacolor Markers
Grumbacher Acrylics
Speed Ball Nibs
Water Colors
Academy Water Colors

Plus many more art and technical supplies.
s then you'll
Compare with othe r ''Qlscount" price
buv at EI Corral.

Exx>kstore
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Injuries termed normal part Of sports contest
BY VERN AHRENDES
Dally Staff Writer

Almost two years ago, the New England Patriots and
the Oakland Raiders squared off in the Oakland
Coliseum for a National Football League exhibition
game.
A simple pass play was called by the New England
quarterback, Steve Grogan. Grogan barked' out the
signals and dropped into the pocket to watch the pass
patterns develop. ivloments later he unloaded a low
pass to his receiver, Darryl Stingley. It was a low pass
and Stingley had to lunge for it.
Ever since that lunge, Stingley has been paralyzed. A
crushing hit by Jack Tatum broke two of bis vertebrae.
In a preliminary boxing match to a main event in
�tadison Square Garden last year, a floundering
middleweight died. \\tillie Classen was battered into
unconsciousness and he had to undergo brain surgery.
He died five days later.
Enraged Los Angeles Laker forward Kermit
\Vashington, broke the jaw of Houston Rocket Rudy
Tonjanovich.
Stated plainly and simply, accidents and injuries can
and will happen in athletic events. The athlet�s and the
coaches know this fact and have to live with it. But
this is a tough situation to live with. It is like being a
passenger on the Titanic - you are on the joy ride of
your life, when out of nowhere comes the big icP.berg.
The concensus among most of the. athletes is that an
injury or an accident is unavoidable. There is nothing
that they can do to keep from getting injured.·

Another factor that plays a large part in an athlete's
perception of injuries is the general outlook towards
injuries in regard to winning and losing. In es.s�nce, Cal
Poly athletes said injuries have become ahb1s for a
team's performance. When winning, a team has over
come its injuries but when losing a team is too plagued
with injuries to put up an effective defense.
But Cal Poly. like any other institution that supports
athletics, must face up to the problem of injuries.
Louis Jackson, the senior tailback for the Cal Poly
football team, summed up the athlete's view about
injuries by saying that if he thought about getting hurt
while on the field he would be worthless.

"When I broke my wrist, I could not believe it,"
elson said. ··1 did not even consider that I was really
hurt."
But like
1cCracken, the injury ha· improved
rel. on· attitude.
"The injury ha· made me more tenacious,.. 'elson
said. "I know that I have lost the comp titive edge
because I know that my wri t will never be 100 percent
again. But I am not holding back becaus I have to go
all out this spring."
Injuries sideline player . hut they can be a nightmare
for a coach.

"EVERY FRAME
A MASTERPIECE:'
-Fml Y•r, A s:sociat,d Pnss

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA
t• II I c, t: N I ._

.
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Athletic Trainer Steve Yoneda performs his daily
ritual of bandaging athletes' wrists and ankles.
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Creativity is a universal language.
You can express yourself in a
multitude of ways.
Paint your fantasies. Verbalize
your sensations. Dance your
emotions. Sing your delight.
Detail your engine. Design an
irresistable nev: dress. Climb a
mountain. Cultivate your garden.

tp.oughts on creativity

Wheeler feels that the player that is well conditioned
will be the one least susceptible to an injury. Wheeler,
who has been able to k p his teams relatively injury
free, finds that his biggest enemy is the winter virus.
•· A year ago when we were rebuilding, one time we
thought that we would have to forfeit a game because
the whole learn was hit with the flu,·· he said.

Coach pleased by netters play

Intensity, ability and
team effort were the
driving forces behind the
young
11ustang men·s
tenni team this _eason.
Coach
Ken
Pe e t
tressed the importance of
concentration in each
game and playing each
match for the good of the
team throughout the
season.
team
W i th
this
philosophy the Mustangs
fi nished second i n
C alifornia
Collegiate
A thlet ic
Associat i o n
conference, just ten points

behind first place Cal Tom
1orri
and Ken
tate Los Angeles. The Ueltzen in ingle ·. The
squad finished the y ar doubles team en t to the
wit\} 5 win_ and 2 los e
1 ay 15 through 1
in the league and 9 and l 0 comp tition were Chap
overall.
p II-Dydell and Andrew
Te a m
eff o r t
w a s \ her and Bill Frink.
rewarded with a full bid
A goal the 1ustang ·
invitation to the
C
set for then1 elve and
Division II nationals last weren't able to accompli h
weekend. The Mustangs wa to finish the eason
were one of 12 schools in as one of the top ten
the nation allowed to send
chools in the nation. Due
four singles players and to a very unlucky draw,
two doubles teams. Cal the Cal Poly squad faced
Poly was represented in the national tournament·s
the tournament by Robb top seeds in the first
Chappell, Martin Dydell, round of play. All four
singles player and one
doubl es t eam were
e l i m i nated in tou gh
matches. Only the doubles
team of Weber-Frink wa
able to advance to the
second day's play. But the
partners lost in that next
round to the number
three-seeded doubles team
The possibilities are endless. Just
of the tourney. Coach Peet
pick something you like, then do it
said the team has nothing
to be ashamed of. and
to the best of your abiiity.
said he was pleased with
their
performance against
Let out your feelings. Don't be
uch stiff competition.
shy. Show what you can do.
Although they were
However you choose to express
through with the tourney
early. it wa a very good
yourself, let die v:orld know you\re
l arning experience for the
got something to" say.
men. according to the
coach. Th experience of
Self expression gives a feeling of
playing in the national
again t very talented
accomplishment that's very
t e n ni
p l a y e r s did
rewarding. And it makes the world a
··nothing but help us.··
nicer place to live.
P t aid.
Peet aid the team'
brought to you by Mustang Daily
p rformance urpassed his
e.·pect tion
for this

0

Express yourself. State your mind.
Communicate your feelings. Share an
idea.

"It is a self-fulfilling prophec.y," Jackson said. "If
you think that you will get hurt, you will get hurt."
Jackson, who is recovering from a hernia operation
and an injured ankle, said there were some who were
deliberately trying to hurt him last year.
"After my ankle injury, there were some guys who
were trying to twist my ankle and get me out of the
game," he said.
Dave McCracken was another Cal Poly athlete who
was beset by injuries this year. The injury served to
enhance his performance in two games. The injury
occurred when he was hit while taking an offensive
charge. His left leg straightened out and it became
hyper-extended.
"I played with the injury for three games and I had
the two best games of my life.'' McCracken said. ''One
game was against Toledo, in front of 8,000 fans, and
my adrenalin overcame the pain of the injury."
The injury has also served to inspire !vlcCracken in
his spring training workouts.
.. The injury left a bad taste in my mouth," he said.
"Whenever I work out, I just think of last year and
how many games I missed and I cap work out ju t that
much harder.··
Some injuries are apparent as the athlete crumbles to
the ground in pain and agony. but some athletes have a
hard time believing that they in fact are actually in•
jured.
Lloyd
elson. a back-up quarterback to Craig
Johnston, suffered this dilemma when he broke his left
wrist.

I

s a-on.

The
1ustang's
were consi��tently trong
in fifth
ingle. with
ndr w \\' ber and ixth
ingle
Bill Frink. The
quad· .., dou hie
team�
w re als a trong poin
for Cal Poly.

Peet cited ~ixth man
Frink a the "strength" of
the team. Frink earned
the sixth singles con
ference title at the CCAA
tournament this year. He
was -2 in league play and
15-5 overall.

Also consistent winners
for the 1ustangs was the
doubles team of Morris •
and Ueltzen. who finished
with an impressive record
of 8 and 2 for the league
and 11 and 7 for the year.
ext year, San Luis
Obispo will host the
conference tournament.
.. It· s an added plus," to
play on your home courts,
he said.

In an earlier interview.
the coach said that the
possihle cuts in minor
sports funding would not
mean the end of Cal
Poly· s tennis program
next year.
The coach js looking
forward to what he hopes
will be a very competitive
team. All current team
member
still hav
at
lea t one year of eligibility
left. but the coach aid he
wouldn ·t be surpri ed t.o
ee changes in neJ t year·�
line-up.
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BY GUILLERl\10
BROCK
Dally Staff Writer
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If competitive runners
can be likened to fine
wine, then it is obvious
that Eileen Kraemer is
getting better all the time.
The 21-year-old liberal
studies major is capping a
fine track season for Cal
Poly with a trip to the
National Track Cham
pionships in Eugene,
Oregon this weekend.
Kraemer will run the
1,500 meters but she feels
she has little chance of
whipping the cream of
America's women runners.
She candidly admits, "My
goals are to make the
finals and to better my
time."
At present, the lithe
distance star has personal
bests of 4:26 in the 1,500
and 9:42 in the 3,000
meters. She also has a
knack for coming up with
her best times at crucial
moments. Earlier this
year, at the prestigous
King Games in Stanford,
she placed fifth in a
crowded 5,000-meter race.
Her performance in that
event is particularly
noteworthy
becaus e,
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Kraemer jogs a long, lonely road on the
asserting herself as one of track's elite.
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Cal Poly water polo
'Will tangle with
of the top teams in
t.e this weekend in
Water Polo
r
Cu p Ch a m
__.....ps in the Cuesta

_s_

e pool.
ustangs

will kick
tournament in the
turday morning
grappling with
High School at 7.
Poly suffers the fate

nt

lff.PERD, Cal Poly's
education club,
n
sponsor the first
>f
"Fun
Ru n"
d
• June 1, on the
}·
ar:npus.
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of the draw in the second
and third round when
they take on Long Beach
State and Newport. Long
Beach bas · been ranked
the fifth best team in the
event while Newport
earned the top spot.

San Luis will butt heads
with Long Beach at 1 p.m.
Saturday and square off
against Newport 10 p.m.
Sunday.
The Mustangs

Run' race scheduled

ns

�

sp Orts

incredibly, it was her first runs 60-70 miles a week. a
nice area is a must and
ever 5,000 meter race.
Kraemer began her the outgoing Kraemer is
co mpetiti v e
ru n n ing happy with her decision to
career while a sophomore come to Cal Poly.
Kraemer is also pleased
at Notre Dame. High
School in her native with the motivational
Corona, California. She skills of Lance Harter. the
ran on the men's cross women 's track coach. She
country team and, at praises Harter because,
times, was the only "He pushes me harder
woman on the team. She than other coaches."
Harter' s skill as a coach
didn't win very often in
those early days, but she . has been confirmed by his
did gain a valuable ap charge's continual im
Kraem er
prenticeship in the science proveme nt.
herself,
however,
is unable
of covering her ground
to pinpoint the factors
quickly.
In ter e s t i n gl y , h e r which contribute to her
reasons for coming to Cal success.
"I know I'm mentally
Poly did not focus on
running or her liberal stronger now, but I'm still
studies education. "I came just experiementing with
here because I liked the race strategies." In her
her
biggest
area so much," Karemer opinion,
said. For someone who successes are "all the

close friends I've made
.
through runuing. .
Kraemer has two yearn
of track eligibility left at
Cal Poly and only one
year of eligibility for cross
country. She is an old
campaigner
in
cross
country, having been' to
ational
the last three
Championships in Florida,
Colorado
and
North
Carolina. This is the first
year she has qualified for
the
ational C ham
pionships in track.
After college. Kraemer
plans to continue running.
"I'd like to rup AAU or
perhaps join a "club,'' she
said.
With her never-say-die 1
approach to the . sport, ·
Eileen Kraemer is certain
to experience satisfaction
for years to come.
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Kraemer matures into fine runner
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cake in the "Fun
is a pair of dinners
at the Hol> Nob
e winners of the
.a.Dd six mile races.

-

-

In addition, each person
who finishes the race will
receive a T-shirt.

Entry Fees have been
set at $4 for early
registration and $5 for
those who register an
hour before the race.
Entry blanks may be
picked up in the physical
education office.

conclude their tournament
play, barring a trip to the
championship round, 4
p.m. Sunday when they
play the Stanford "B"
squad.
Though either Newport
or Concord is expected to
take the cup cham
p i o n s h i p , C a l P o ly
Assistant Water Polo
Coach Paul Cutino lists
the Industry team as ·one
of his favorites to win the
event.

"Industry will probably
have a lot of players from
U.C. Santa Barbara which
was the top rated team in
the state, Cutino said.

The championship round
of the tournament begins
Monday. The finals are
scheduled to begin at 2�15.
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Announcements
PREGNANT? Need help? We
care! Call A.t.P.H.A. 24-hr
(TF)
lifeline 541-3367.
Ornamental Horticulture T
shirts for sale. Call 541-5795 ask
for Bin.
(5-23)
Unbelievable Prices. Designer
jeans Nipomo Swapmeel 5/24
SLO Swapmeet 5/25.
(5-23)
Interested in learning and
teaching about responsible
drinking? Health education is
accepting applications for Peer
Alcohol Educators For 1980-81.
Obtain applications at Health
Center front desk or call
Jeanette Reese 546-1211.
(5-28)
Watusi & Pogo w/Boomerang
Brothers wed. nite at the
Graduate. 9 am . 1 am.
(6-6)

Housing
SUMMER RENTAL!
3 bdrm, 21/2 bath, duplex,
wash/dryer, BIG! Near Poly, rent
negot. Call 541-1903, 544-9162.
(5 - 30)
Furnished apt. for rent. Summer
only. Dishwasher & pool. 5 min.
walk to campus. Call 544-07TT
rent negotiable.
(5-28)
SUMMER APARTMENT
2 bdrm, furn. Close to Poly. $250
mo, $100 sd. Room for 3. Call
Tom 541-4535.
(5·28)
DEL VAGLIO REALTY
Small Homes, Condos and land
for sale in all price ranges. Call
LUISA 543-8075.
(TF)
?@SX#L!
Space for 2 men in 2·bdrm
summer apt near CP $95mo.loffer STAFFORD GAR
DENS 546-3132 or 546-3183.
(6-6)
2 Christian female roomies
needed for Summer only. Rent
$87.50 incl. ulil near school.
Big, roomy, sweet! 544-8807.
(6--3)
SUMMER ROOMMATE
NEEDED!!
Female, non-smoker to share 1
bdrm. apt. Pool, sun balcony,
furn., l!ldry, close to Poly. RENf
NEGOtlABLE. Call Danielle or
Marti-543-3024.
(5-23)
ROOM FOR SUMMER RENT
Room avail in 2 bdrm apt. al
College Chit. $90 a month per
person, pool, cable, 1 ½ batlis
Call Julie at 543-7435.
(5-23)
WE WANT YOU! SUMMER QRT.
ONLY $6511,\MNTH FEMALE
PREF. CAL PARK APTS. 54
8596 Nei!D 3.
(S-23)

.

- .

. A tip oJ- ,,.. hot to OIIT- gn,ds!

,

TeH them yoa'r• /WOud of them-wuh tlnma well!
• ;4cce ""der th& "°"';atulatiO'IW lutading in the June Jith Mustang Daily.
�--•,
· lnquir · at M,utang Classi/iiicb $2.SO per 'column inch.

Deadline-noon T�sday J,me 3ra.

Classified

to

Fem,i.le. wanted
share fur
nislied bedroom $!38 monthly,
Ct.-OSE'JO POLVt 54� Wt£
(5-23

2 MIN WALK TO POLY
2 bdrm summer apt. Cheap! 1·4
people 543-4998/Kim or 541·
4048/Pau lette or Carol.
(6-6)
SUMMER APT
Clean furnished apt close to
Poly pool 1-bdroom $150/mo
call 543-6896.
(5 -30)
ROOMS FOR RENT
$75 single, no utilities summer
only, call 541-1358.
(6·6)
Sublet summer June to SepL
Foothill Gardens. Pool, one
bedroom. Rent negotiable. Call
541-5016 Eric or Joe.
(6-3)

Help Wanted
Work-study position available
Alumni Services
inquire Rm 210 Admin. Bldg.
(5-28)

Services
LAST MINIJTE TYPING
Senior projects, term papers.
Reasonable rates Linda 5442373 after 5.
(6-6)

TYPING 528-2382
IBM Correcting Selectric IL Call
Marlene after 4:30.
(TF)
APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
Ty p i n g -IBM
co r r e c t i n g
New 2bdrm 1balh Close to Poly.
selectric. Can pick up & deliver.
furn. Call Daren 546-4741 Nikki
489-1405.
546-3318.
(5-29)
(5-23)
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE
Sam's Office Service
to share 1 bedroom apt. near •
1150 Los Osos Valley Rd.
school $100. Call Kathy 541544-3200
5675 Summer only.
(5-29)
(TF)
POOL DISHWASHER 880
N T S TYPING SERVICE
A super summer place. One
scien t i f i c,
M a t hem a t ical,
bedroom furnished apt for 2
Technical and Thesis Typing.
people. Available 6/15 to 9/15.
Call 238-0835 for rates.
(7-6)
Call 541-4419.
(5-29)
Typist- term papers, thesis,
SUMMER APARTMENT
reports. Rough draft/orig. Eng,
1 bdrm, furn, pool-for 2. Very
(5-22)
close to Poly & very cheap. 546· Fr. & Sp. Vicki 528-6819.

3826.

APT FOR LEASE
2 bdrm, 1 '/, bih, furn. tor 4.
Cable T.V., dishwasher. 3
blocks from campus. June to
June, $440/mo. 543-2030.
(5-23)
SUMMER APTS. 2 bdrm Large
kitchen, dlshwh $200 per mo. or
S50 ea. Walk to Poly, Call 5414697 Thor or Mat
(6-6)
Rmmate needed for summer
beautifully furnl apt. Jaccuzi,
poo, BBQ, Laguna Lake $165
plus util. Call Art wkday eves.
544-2698.
(6-6
Summer Sublet-Furn., 2 bdrm
apt. 1 min. walk to campus. Call
Kathy 541-6481.
(6-3 )
Room for rent' $135. Master
bdrm wlbath. Male or female.
Available 6-14. 544-4529.
(5-29)

Automotive
Foreign car parts! Performance
Machine has them in stock at
great prices! 1'5 Hig.uera, SL0
544-5483
(5-22)

U.U. Travel Center
Come see our student travel
counselors and start your
summer plans now! Open 10-3
T-F 546-1127.
(6-6)

SUPER SECRETARY
Professional Typing 543-5213,
leave message.
(6·6)
Need storage over summer?
Stereos, plants.. fish, book•
Cheap prices 546-4195.
(5-23)

Lost & Found
Found; one watch. Call arid
identify. Ask for Dave· al 544,,
•.
6026
(5.-23)
Found: Camera on ASl- qu-Ongs
River trip. Call Rod at 54&-2476.
(5 -�

LOST -male
it•1£ framed
eyeglasses 5112 lri 110...:Plea�
call Brian 54t 15TT I need!
(5-28)

FOR SALE

SAVE GAS, HAVE FUN, 750F
H O N DA
79
W IT H
AC·
CES�ORIES, $2500 s«-8178
AFTEfl 5PM:
Get more handling out of your
(6-◄)
car. Add a sway bar! Holloway IKS SONS
Racing GoKart
Automotive 543-5848.
Very ctim� iltve, many spares
{5-30).
$850_Milce- 1·5608
(.5,23j
TRAILER puslilng you around?
A cear swaybar eeuJd solve that
problem. HollOYIIIY Automotive·

--------�-:-=,
$43•5848.
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Revenue outlays OK'd
BY JIM MAYER
Daily Stall Writer

Two Cal Poly students pedaled their bikes 280 miles·trom the nation's
lowest point, in Death Valley, to the highest point at Mount Whitney.
Doug Moon and Kent Clemence made the round trip from Badwater,
Death Valley to Whitney Porthole over 200 mountain ranges in less than
48 hours.
The two students tackled the trip because they wanted to see if they
could do it.
"We had a good time," said Doug Moon.
Moon said on the trip he had two flat tires and had to replace a part on
his bike, but other than that there were no problems.
When asked if they would do it again. the two said they would. "We
were just pedaling to get high," said Moon.

Rally----

The General Revenue
Sharing process was
completed
Wednesday
night when the student
senate approved - with
only two dissenting votes
- the results of the plan's
first ballot run.
The plan allowed
students to participate in
the budgeting of ASI's
$20 activities fee by
designating one dollar to
the ASI organization of
their choice.
The balloting, which
Wl\S included in the ASI
general election on May 7
and 8, will distribute
3,104 to 250 clubs,
organizations and teams.
Campus Crusade will
receive $84 as a result of
the plan - the highe t of
any group.
Other Christian-oriented
groups and fraternal
organizations - led by
Alpha Kappa Alpha with
7 4 - also received a
significant number of
votes.
The senate's approval of
the direct budgeting
results was described as a
formality by Finance
Chairman ick Forestiere.
"The senate must ap·
prove the distribution of
A SI
f u nds."
any

Forestiere said... It merely ballots, while the Equal
streamlin e s
t h e Registration Initiative
procedure.··
received 3,152.
The plan was designed
Forestiere, who coto attract students to the authored the plan, said
polls and give the senate this could be accounted
an indication of which for by considering the
that
programs students value b a l l o t s
wer e
disqualified. A ballot was
most.
The senate is divided disqualified if the VC\ter
over how well the plan wrote in an ineligible
met these goals.
group or more than one
Senate Chairman Jeff group.
Land said that conSenator Tom Cregger
sidering there was only from Lhe Division of
o n e ca n d i d ate
fo r Social Sciences voted
president, the General against the motion to
Revenue
haring plan approve the results on
"may have be n the only what he called a matter of
thing that saved the principle.
"I think it's a crock,"
election.'·
This year·s
voting Cregger said. "The money
turnout of 20.5 percent could have been better
wa slightly higher than served by aving it in
the 20 percent in Lhe 1979 con t i n g e n cy
for
emergency."
election.
But enat,or J hn D
The effectivenes of the
Angeli from the School • plan will be reviewed b}'.
o f Arch i t ectu r e a nd the finance committee and
En ioronmental De ign th senate before inclusion
aid the Revenue haring in next year's election.
plan was not responsible
for thi incr a
"It didn 'L bring in more
ngeli said.
votes." D
"Tha t· � o bvi ous by
loo king at the f.,qual
Regi tration Initiative.
which recived more 0-1,crall
vote .··
Gen eral
Rcv e nu
Sharing received 3,104

Sale

From page 1

sympathy for the lost
lives, "black and white,"
in Miami. The crowd
joined her in singing the
gospel tune, "Precious
Lord."
Patton was next to
bring a cheer from the
crowd. He said our
"imperialistic system" is
largely responsible for
what is happening to
blacks in Miami and
elsewhere.
Patton said 25 percent
of the blacks in Florida
that could be employed
are not. Rather than give
aid to the blacks, he
continued, the govern
ment brings in Cuban and
Asian refugees and gives
them 5125 a week in food
stamps.
UBSAC member Darrol
Johnson explained his
feelings on the group, the

rally and racial problems
in San Luis.
Commenting on • the
latter. he said, "It's
subtle. "ometime I get
the impression I'm not
even seen."
Thinking a moment., he
added. "Sometimes I
think I'm over n itive to
this fact."
A for UB AC, John on
said, "It' juc,t a m an to
let peoplt: i<now what'
happ niog, a form of
communication. ,finoritie
aren't ne e: �arily h re to
cau ror.flkt.."
Explaining his feeling
furth r, he
aid. "The
establi hmtnt.
ometimt•s
cripples you, then they
punish you for b ing
crippled."
"It's for the minoritie
to get up off their butt
and. ay, 'I wanna learn'.'"

0. P. walkshort and

Tropical print shirts
only

Wed. thru Saturday

Orig 1 5 50 to 1 9 50
You'il probably
spend vour summer in O P
so come
1n and gather up all the colors o last
through a whole su � r of vo eyball,
softball (and they're no bad
oak1ng
up the sun ell e·)

VolcanO---

From page 1

When the volcanic ash create water pollution
drifts down in great problems.
amounts, it buries all
Chipp ing said the
existing
soils,
said magnitude of the eruption
Chipping.
Reportedly, was somewhere between
enough ash has fallen the blast equivalent of the
from Mount St. Helens to atomic bomb dropped on
equal a depth of three Hiroshima and the energy
times the height of the given off during the an
Empire State Building Francisco Earthquake in
and a mass of one square 1906.
But beyond the ash and
mile.
rock deposited from the
"You have to wait years
eruption, Chipping said
for soils to come back,"
said Chipping, who added the �1ount St. Helens
that the relatively high explosion was very dif
annual rainfall in Oregon ferent from that of Mount
would help to peed that Vesuvius which de troyed
ttie Italian city of Pompeii
process.
and its 2,000 inhabitant
Because of the high 1n 79 A.D. Pompeii s
ulfuric acid content of r e s i de n t
w ere
the volcanic ash, soil asphyxiated by a low
runoff will be very acidic, temperature gas and were
said Chipping. Sulfuric later buried under a fine
acid content could also ash. he aid.

D
FOOTHILL & SANTA ROSA
MON-SAT 9:45-5:30
THURSDAYS 9;.45-9:00

university square

